
Interior design is something that a lot of people seem to focus on nowadays. Everyone wants to make their home 

or business look the best on the block and do this in a variety of ways, whether their styles are extravagant or 

extremely minimalist. One such thing that has seen quite an increase in recent years is modern ceiling lighting 

design. Gone are the days when you would visit someone else’s house for the first time and stare in awe at the 

beautiful ceiling lights they had in comparison to your standard, plain light bulb – now you are more likely to 

have something similar in your home too! 

Ceiling lights can take many different shapes or forms. Some people or places may simply have a normal light 

bulb and that is it. Others may place some form of decorative lampshade around it. What seems to be much 

more popular now however is far more extravagant and complicated designs, items that catch people’s attention 

as soon as they walk into the room.  

Sometimes these lights can even have a fan or a chandelier attached! General designs, however, seem to stay 

between 1 to 5 lights with little touches added to the framework of the light fixtures. There are so many choices 

available for the modern man or woman when it comes to kitting out their home with the most modern products 

available. 

As well as having these decorative designs, something that is also becoming quite popular is dome shaped 

lights. Although they look quite simple, they are quite effective in lighting up a room without being too in your 

face. These tend to be most used in bathrooms as more decorative designs would certainly look out of place 

there. 

Spotlights are another commonly used modern version of ceiling lighting. Often used in kitchens, these take up 

little to no space at all as they are either embedded into the ceiling or hang slightly from it. These have become 

increasingly popular over the last few years with plenty of new build houses including them as standard in some 

kitchens. It is easy to see why – they take up minimal space, do the job properly and look good whilst doing so. 

Who can resist the pull of a lavish lampshade or a charming chandelier though? It is rare to see a lone light bulb 

in any room now as people take interior design more seriously than ever before. Spotlights, dome shaped lights 

and fanciful decorative pieces are much more the norm now – designed to fit in with the whole look or theme 

you are going for with your home. Home interiors as a subject is far more respected now than it was twenty 

years ago with everyone clambering to make their home a perfect palace. If the furniture and accessories all 

have to be perfect, then why shouldn’t the lighting be perfect too? 

Getting your slice of the modern lighting pie shouldn’t be too difficult with designs and prices available to suit 

all budgets from pauper to prince. Whilst some more fanciful designs may seem to be out of your price range, 

shopping around online can often bring up some fantastic deals and prices meaning that design you had your 

heart set on may not seem so impossible after all. 

Plenty of retailers sell all manners of modern lighting from the plainest thing you can find to the flashiest thing 

you could imagine too. Whilst the products available in the high end shop may not suit your budget, you may be 

able to find a similar alternative somewhere cheaper without compromising on the entire look you are going for 

when kitting out your home.  

Lighting is a key part of the process when completing the look of your home – after all, you don’t want to be 

sitting there in the dark because you haven’t thought about the lighting aspect! Why not go all out and take 

advantage of what is available to you and choose one of the many modern designs available to keep in touch 

with your look and to keep your home looking as modern and fresh as possible? 

There is so much that can be done with what is available when it comes to modern ceiling lighting design. 

Whether you like a minimalist look or love everything to be larger than life, there is something for that where 

you won’t have to compromise on space or look if you so wish. The fact that there are designs suitable for 

certain rooms too also makes it easy to keep abreast of what is on trend in an ever changing market. Sleek 

designs often seem to be popular and this definitely makes sense when it comes to spotlights – after all, you 

can’t get any sleeker than those! Whilst they look difficult to install and implement at first, this couldn’t be any 



further from the truth and these provide a simple but effective look for any home. There are no worries about 

any taller guests colliding with that low hanging lampshade and you can be sure that you aren’t shirking on 

quality either as most spotlights tend to be of the highest quality with an intense beam of light – something 

especially need in the kitchen when cooking of an evening.  

There are also larger spotlights available which have a small fixture attached. These are also generally smaller 

than the likes of lampshades and chandeliers and are becoming more popular as the days go by. People want 

their homes to look fantastic whilst also keeping to the highest quality and the wonders of modern ceiling lights 

certainly see that these wishes are granted. With sleek, simple designs or highly decorative designs available, 

there is surely something for everyone which will look attractive and make their home look amazing whilst also 

keeping to the practical side of things and doing what it is supposed to do – lighting the home so people can go 

about their day to day lives without a care in the world. 

 

 

 


